WHICH GRASS IS BEST?

By W. M. JOHNSON
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station

RECENT EXPERIMENTATION IN grass seeding has shown that several grasses may be successfully used on a wide variety of sites in the United States. Many of these trials have been made at the Manitou Experimental Forest (a branch of the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, Fort Collins, Colo.), near Woodland Park, Colo., near Woodland Park have asked, “Which grass is best?” To answer the question we have considered the growth characteristics of the grass, adaptability to elevation zones, rainfall pattern, site conditions, needs of the operator and what he wants to accomplish with his reseeding. Much of the success in reseeding depends on the operator, and each operator should consider all these factors and select the grass that best meets his needs and conditions of the operator.

Factors to Consider

One of the most important things to consider in planning the reseeding program is what is needed most to round out the year-long feed supply and lick the feed problem on the ranch. Is hay needed for winter feeding, or grass for pasture? Is early or late pasture needed? Some grasses are better for hay, some for pasture and some for spring forage. What he wants to test is the most important thing to consider in planning the reseeding program. Once the need for the seeding has been established, important items to consider are the elevation and climatic conditions under which the planting will be done. High elevations are usually associated with cold winters. Obviously you would not plant a low-altitude, warm-season grass, such as sand lovegrass, at high elevation. Moisture too, is important. In general, the brome grasses require more moisture than the wheatgrasses. Temperature in relation to the growth characteristics of the grass is also an important factor. Some grasses, such as Russian wild-rye or big bluestem, can begin growth early in the spring, sometimes even before the snow has melted. Others, like blue grama, require relatively warm weather.

The site conditions on the areas to be planted deserve careful thought. valleys or swales usually have deeper soils and more moisture than the uplands. They should usually be reserved for high-producing hay crops. Brome grasses and legumes might do well under these conditions even in low-rainfall areas. The higher, drier uplands are probably best adapted to pasture grasses.

After these factors have been carefully considered the final selection of a grass will depend upon the growth requirements of the grass and upon the needs and conditions of the operator. All grasses have some advantages and some disadvantages. The following information obtained at the Manitou Experimental Forest and from other reseeding trials will help answer the question “Which grass is best?”

Beardless wheatgrass, a native of the United States, furnishes very good pasture on dry sites but seldom grows tall enough for hay production. The establishment of stands is slower and more difficult than with crested or intermediate wheatgrass but once established it makes excellent summer pasture. It is a big bunchgrass with a dense growth of basal leaves. Beardless wheatgrass is an important winter feed on many ranches. beardless wheatgrass is probably the most widely used for winter feed on ranches because of its adaptability to a wide range of conditions.

This mixture of crested wheat grass and smooth brome produced 1,010 pounds of air-dry grass and 60 pounds of beef per acre at the Manitou Experimental Forest in 1950, a year when production was about one-half of normal.
Crested wheatgrass, well known and well adapted throughout the ponderosa pine zone, is easily established, makes a vigorous growth, produces high yields, is drought-resistant and will withstand fairly heavy grazing. Since it is slow to fill in between the rows, the original stand should be planted thickly enough to give full coverage. Under drouth conditions height growth may not be sufficient to justify cutting for hay, but excellent pasture will be available. Best results have been obtained at low and intermediate elevations on the drier sites. Good stands have been obtained above 9,000 feet but yields are usually low.

Desert wheatgrass is closely related to crested wheatgrass and has similar characteristics. Supposedly it is more drought-resistant, but in our work we have found little reason to use it for range reseeding.

Intermediate wheatgrass is rated among the best of our grasses for range reseeding because of easy establishment, rapid growth, high yields and palatability to livestock. Pasture, hay or seed production are possible uses. Vigorous rootstocks permit rapid spreading and increased ground cover. It remains green much longer than crested wheatgrass and, therefore, makes good feed for a longer period during the year. Excellent stands have been obtained at both high and low elevations. Neither winter nor summer drouths have caused serious damage to the stands. At the present time the high cost of seed makes planting expensive.

Pubescent or stiffhair wheatgrass is very similar to intermediate wheatgrass. In other regions it has been found easier to establish under dry conditions but in our work the two species are very nearly identical in all characteristics.

Siberian wheatgrass is very similar to crested wheatgrass, has the same characteristics of growth and palatability and can be used under the same conditions as crested wheatgrass.

Slender wheatgrass, a native to the ponderosa pine type, is easily established and grows very rapidly for a few years. Since other plants usually crowd it out, we do not recommend it for long-time range reseedings. Pasture-crop re-

All grasses have some advantages and some disadvantages. The grasses in this group are among the best for planting the ponderosa pine zone.
Cattle Rustling—1951 Style

By J. EDGAR HOOVER

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

IT IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL law knowingly to transport stolen cattle in interstate or foreign commerce. The federal statute, which is known as the National Cattle Theft Act, makes it possible for the federal government to step in and assist the local authorities to cope with the problem of the modern-day cattle rustler.

The passage of the act grew out of the fact that cattle rustlers themselves have adopted new methods and procedures in their criminal activities. No longer is it a case of cutting out part of a herd and effecting the theft with blazing six-shooters and fast horses as characterized the rustlers of the old West. The modern rustler has swapped his horse for a fast truck and is prepared to take advantage of rapid highway and rail transportation to distant markets.

It is this element of speed and the possibility of operating over great distances which brought about the enactment of the federal law. Today's rustler may steal the cattle during the night and by morning be far away from the scene of his crime, and outside the jurisdiction of the local authorities who have the primary responsibility of detecting the theft and bringing the thief to justice.

In one such case investigated by the FBI, it developed that the rustlers employed two large trucks which they operated along the highways at night. Their system was to "hunt" cattle grazing along the shoulders of the road. When such cattle were found, they were loaded into the truck and transported to a barn where they were kept until sold at auction or otherwise disposed of.

The federal violation grew out of the fact that the cattle were generally stolen in one state and transported to a barn located in another state. As a result of the fact that generally only one head of cattle was stolen from any one farmer, each quite naturally concluded that his animal had merely strayed; and usually considerable time elapsed before he realized a theft had occurred and brought the matter to the attention of the authorities.

Under the terms of the National Cattle Theft Act, "cattle" is defined as one or more bulls, steers, oxen, cows, heifers or calves.

The term "interstate or foreign commerce" includes transportation from one state into another state, territory or the District of Columbia.

The act provides a maximum penalty of a $5,000 fine or five years' imprisonment, or both. In many regards it is patterned after the Federal Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle laws.

In addition to covering the activities of the rustler, the act also provides that whoever receives, conceals, stores, bars, buys, sells or disposes of cattle moving in interstate or foreign commerce, knowing the same to be stolen, is subject to the same penalty.

A CASE of cattle rustling which involved two brothers and which occurred in Colorado was first brought to the attention of the FBI by a Colorado brand inspector.

One day the brothers found several strays from an adjoining ranch in their pasture. They corralled the strays and changed the brand to their own. This worked so successfully that one of the boys decided to make it easier for the strays to come over to his land by lifting a section of the fence which separated the two ranches. Some half-dozen additional head came through. This was repeated several times until the brothers had corralled and rebranded more than 100 head of the neighbor's cattle.

In order to dispose of the cattle quickly, they were transported to a ranch in Kansas approximately 250 miles away. A federal grand jury at Denver indicted the brothers for violation of the National Cattle Theft Act. Both pleaded guilty and received sentences totaling eight and one-half years. During the course of this investigation by the FBI, 51 head of cattle were recovered and numerous petty thefts were cleared up.

ANOTHER system used by modern-day rustlers is illustrated by a case which occurred in North Little Rock, Ark.

This case was first brought to the attention of the FBI by a representative of the railroad police who reported to the Little Rock office that, during a period of several months, a total of 90 head of whiteface calves had checked short in shipments from Texas to the stockyards at East St. Louis, Ill.

The railroad had been receiving claims for one, two and three calves at a time, and finally a claim came through for 27 calves out of a shipment from Houston, Tex.

It was the custom in handling the cattle shipments between Texas and East St. Louis to use the resting pens in North Little Rock where the cattle were unloaded from the cars and watered before continuing the journey north. This was the only resting pen utilized for the shipments in which the losses were reported.

An investigation conducted by the FBI in cooperation with the railroad police resulted in the development of information indicating that an employee of the resting pens had been selling cattle to several retail outlets in the area.
Books are part of my farm equipment!

"I've boosted my profits steadily since I started a simple bookkeeping system. It shows me where I'm at and where I'm headed. And one entry I enjoy making is my U. S. Savings Bonds."
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adapted, it produces an abundance of herbage.

Meadow fescue establishes easily and grows very rapidly but does not persist on dry sites in this area and is gradually crowded out by other species. It also killed during the winter of 1949-50.

Red fescue and sheep fescue are grasses that can be used for reseeding where an abundance of fine basal leaves and a good volume of roots are desired. They are slow to establish, produce relatively small volumes of feed. Perhaps their best value is soil cover.

Big bluegrass is a good grass to consider in a planned pasture program but is slower and more uncertain to establish than many of the other grasses. Because of its ability to grow and remain green late in the fall, it is excellent for late fall grazing. At Manitou it has two definite periods of growth: an early spring growth when seedstalks are produced, and a late fall growth which is mostly foliage. In normal years 10 inches of green growth have been observed in January. In the spring, when the ground is soft and moist, the shallow rooted plants are easily pulled up by livestock—so spring grazing should be attempted with extreme caution.

Nine Months of Green Grass

On the basis of experimental results and observation of other seedings, it is believed that in most of the ponderosa pine zone a planned pasture program can result in green feed for a nine-month period each year. Russian wild-rye is usually ready for grazing about the first of April. Cattle can then be moved to crested wheatgrass about the first of May and on to native bunchgrass ranges about the first to the middle of June. In early September, the cattle can be moved to intermediate wheatgrass, then to native meadows, and finally to Russian wild-rye and big bluegrass pastures. Under these conditions the cattle can be on green feed from April through December with little need for supplemental feed except during heavy snows.

Yellow sweetclover or some other legume which is adapted to the site should be added to every grass planting. Where adapted, yellow sweetclover produces abundantly for two or three years. Generally, the soils in the ponderosa pine type are deficient in nitrogen and a legume is needed to maintain the fertility of the soil. Commercial fertilizers are expensive and barnyard manure is seldom available. Although sweetclover gradually disappears from the stand, the increased early production and the increased fertility of the soil make the addition of such a legume worth while.

An Answer

Careful consideration should be given both to the areas seeded and the kind of grass used. Before going too far in planning, why not visit the nearest experimental area and see the differences in kinds of grasses growing side by side? Your own observations of the grasses can then be fitted into growing conditions on your ranch to help select the grass that will grow best and do the job. There is no one best grass; it depends on the individual and his own needs and conditions.

Where to Get Seed

Wondering where to get seed of suitable range grasses? Or, are you looking for buyers for your product? The U. S. Southern Great Plains Field Station at Woodward, Okla., has compiled a list of 92 concerns that are either buyers of sellers, or both, of the seeds of 25 different grasses. Copies of the list may be obtained from the station.

Armour to Process Blood for Army at Fort Worth

Armour & Company is constructing an $850,000 blood processing plant at Fort Worth plant, according to a recent release. The firm will operate the plant for the army, processing blood collected by the Red Cross throughout the Southwest, the South and some of the Southwestern states.

Fast-Process Military Road

Scientists at Princeton University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have developed for the army a process for making surf roads out of sand and clay in a matter of hours, using a resinous chemical substance which is mixed with the sand and tamped down. It is expected to be of especial value in the building of a strip.

Income Stabilizer Hint

A research report published by the North Dakota Agricultural College at Fargo evaluates various means available to wheat farmers of the area to protect them financially against low crop years. Generally, the report states, if farmers use crop insurance along with a modest savings program they stay out of the red. Under such combination, it is estimated there will be no years with negative incomes.

New Items

Something new for firearm owners is a Rust-Proof Gun Pouch in which parts or tools may be stored safe from rust corrosion. The pouch is made of plastic, 9 inches wide and 13 inches long, $1 each; 6 for $5; The Hood Comp, Los Angeles, Calif.

Two men in Phoenix have perfected a range reeder that hangs on a mail's neck like a cowbell. Every time the animal lowers his head to graze, "bell" emits a sound or two.

American Cattle Producer
AGENCIES MERGED
NEW LIVESTOCK GROUP

A new agency, to be known as Live-
Conservation, Inc., will mark the
iation of the National Livestock
Prevention Board and the Live-
Sanitary Committee. Offices of
will be in the Livestock Ex-
at the Union Stock

The governing body
a 45-man board; Dr. J. R. Pick-
will be general manager.

ANGOLA GRASS SURVIVES
COLD

Angola grass, a prolific livestock feed
ch was introduced in the southern
Florida several years ago, has
ed everyone by withstanding the
ual cold, and even snow, of the
season. Previously grown only on
ited trial basis because it was not
cted to react well to wintry weath-
the grass is now being favorably
ered for widespread use.
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will come down. A rol1back in
ng for fat cattle will result in lower
is for replacement stock.
ng receipts have shown a tendency
cacken and within another month
hter supplies are assured. Al-
hogs are relatively low compared
t cattle and lambs, the market showed
iable fluctuation and closing
es were at the lowest level for the
month. The percentage of sows has
been heavy.

The Hogs Down

osing prices for barrows and gilts
8.75 cents to $1.75 lower and sows
generally displayed comparative
gh closed around steady to 25 cents.
ship demand was fairly good
some markets and moderate elsewhere,
stormy weather having considerable
ence on where the shippers put in
appearance. At the high time in
ich, some butchers sold up to $22.75
ng lambs have found best hogs sell-
below $22.60 and at the finish they
were $22.15. Only light sows sold at
6 and above, while the big weights
ost numerous at $19.25 to $19.75.
any lambs are left in northern
eds as the movement of the small
ner in that area has been steady
before the first of the year. It is
lely early for spring lambs to move
any volume, although the first Cal-
ias of the season moved through the
n gateway at mid-March. Fed
ids are not very numerous in other
ing areas so that the only way price
ce is to have the market become
sary. Sometimes when prices get
high the size of the supply has little
ance.

Spring lambs are selling below old-
, lambs, mainly because of the differ-
in pelt credits. Some spring lambs
"River" markets have sold at $39 to
o but most sales were at less money

Wool Needed

Wool is so badly needed that anything
in the sheephouse carrying full wool
moves quickly. Shearer buyers have

HOW TO TRADE CALF FOR 10

THE REDD PLAN FOR BIGGER Calf Crops

Tests and observations show
that yearlings and 2 yr. old bulls
will do from 2 to 3 times more
service than bulls of 3 and up.
Thus you pay for young bulls
2 or 3 times by continued use of
lazy, impotent old ones. Old bulls
fight off eager yearlings.

LOWEST BULL COST...

Oder bulls now bring the equivalent of 3 calves or
more. Average price of Redd yearlings is about what you
receive from 4 or 5 calves, or an exchange cost of but 1 to 2
calves... lowest in history.

BIG CALF INCREASE...

Observations indicate a calf expectancy of only 45% to
53% where only older bulls are used. Exclusive use of young
Redds should raise the yield to the 85-95% bracket. Thus
on a 40 cow per bull basis, a 20 calf per bull increase is
not impossible.

YES, IT'S ABOUT 10 FOR 1... PROFIT

USE REDD YEARLINGS

Bureau of Animal Industry experiments show that
yearling bulls are just as effective as 2 yr. olds, and
just as practical. You can select from 100 yearlings at
Redd's this year.

RED Book

Charles Redd
To Salt, Utah

Get Your copy of the
RED PLAN...just
drop this ad and mail with
your return address.

HORNLESSNESS is Only One of the
ADVANTAGES Obtained in
RICE POLLED HEREFORDS

Size—Weight—Quality—Stamina Are Also Available
in Abundance

John F. Rice & Sons Inc.
SHERIDAN • WYOMING

FOR SALE...and Continuous Buyers of
BRAHMAN CATTLE

E. J. McDermott

Mail: 2001 E. Pinchot, Phoenix, Arizona. Phones:
57033, Phoenix: 3276 or 6597, Chandler, Arizona
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